PEDAL PLANES - SCOOTERS

R V SPORT – PEDAL PLANE KIT

The RV-Sport is a miniature homebuilt
airplane which is a great learning expe
rience for parents and children and when
completed is a unique pedal powered
toy for kids. It was engineered with the
builder and the youngster in mind. The
simple construction will exercise your
skills in basic woodworking, sheet metal,
fitting and gluing plastic, finish painting, and detailing. Your completed
RV-Sport will be a rugged, realistic toy that is sure to be a hit with every
kid on the block. The RV-Sport is built using basic shop tools, and is the
ideal “mini-homebuilt” for homebuilders and pilots of all ages! Purchase
just the plan set with assembly manual and information updates or the
complete kit which includes these items plus hardware, plastic items, &
finish decal set.
Complete Plans Set..................P/N 13-30715..................... .

F4U-1 CORSAIR JR.
PEDAL PLANE KIT FOR
KIDS

The F4U-1 Corsair Jr. is a miniature
homebuilt airplane which is a great learn
ing experience for parents and children
and when completed is a unique pedal
powered toy for kids. The Corsair Jr. is built using basic shop tools and
is sure to be the hit with every kid on the block.The simple construction
will exercise your skills in basic woodworking, sheet metal, fitting & glu
ing plastic, finish painting, & detailing. The F4U-1 Corsair Jr. is available
in following kits:
Plans and Patterns only......................P/N 13-30730..................... .
Plastic Kit only.....................................P/N 13-30735..................... .
Hardware, landing gear, steering, folding with hinges, fasteners
		
P/N 13-30740..................... .
Complete Construction Kit...................P/N 13-30745..................... .
Note: The plastic Kit Only is highly recommended when you order the
plans due to the great amount of detail required to achieve the real
F4U look. The plane can be built without the Plastic Kit but it will take
longer.

HITCH COVERS
Description
Remove Before Flight Cover
AJO Black Oval 2” Hitch Cover
B25 Black Oval 2” Hitch Cover
T6 Black Oval 2” Hitch Cover
P17Black Oval 2” Hitch Cover
B17 Black Oval 2” Hitch Cover
PA-18 Black Oval 2” Hitch Cover
L19 Black Oval 2” Hitch Cover
B24 Black Oval 2” Hitch Cover
P25 Black Oval 2” Hitch Cover
T28 Black Oval 2” Hitch Cover
L29 Black Oval 2” Hitch Cover
T34 Black Oval 2” Hitch Cover
L39 Black Oval 2” Hitch Cover
P51 Black Oval 2” Hitch Cover
OH-6A Black Oval 2” Hitch Cover
Remove for River Hitch Cover
Mohawk 2” Hitch Cover Black

Part No.
13-03545
13-04004
13-03530
13-03531
13-03532
13-03533
13-03534
13-03535
13-03536
13-03537
13-03538
13-03539
13-03540
13-03541
13-03542
13-03543
13-03544
13-03546
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YOUR (N) NUMBER TRAILER HITCH COVER

Call for Quote and provide us with your “N”
number. 2” Oval Hitch Cover.
P/N 13-04737....... CALL FOR QUOTE

T-3 2 INCH RECEIVER LOCK
Receiver locks prevent your hitch cover, or
step hitch from being stolen.
P/N 13-03529.............

GO-PED LIGHTWEIGHT
MOTORIZED SCOOTER

The patented Go-Ped design combines a strong chro
moly frame with a lightweight folding handle system
to achieve maximum strength along with portability.
The sturdy frame has an electrostatic powder coat fin
ish. Go-Ped weighs only 20lbs but can support up to
400lbs. Powered by a pre- cision 2-stroke engine that
quietly propels itself at speeds of up to 20 mph, the
Go-Ped has the ability to conquer steep hills. Its tires
are fabricated of a very resilient natural rubber which
will never go flat. The Go-Ped averages well over 100
MPG on pre-mixed unleaded gas. Due to a very low center of gravity,
riding the Go-Ped is easier than riding bicycle. To start your Go-Ped just
step on and push or pull forward. The Liquidmatic Go-Ped is ideal for the
crowd that appreciates or needs a unique ultra-smooth hydraulic auto
matic transmission. The Liquidmatic is available in Yellow with Purple
accents. The Go-Ped folds as quickly and as easily an umbrella for stor
age and fits in the optional carry bag, which doubles as a cargo carrying
backpack. With a space displacement of only 2.5 cubic feet, the Go-Ped
can be easily stored in your car, boat, motorhome or airplane. Features:
* Engine Model: GPL290 * Engine Description: Single Cylinder, Two
Stroke, Air Cooled * Engine Displacement: 29cc *Engine Power: 2.5 HP
* Engine Ignition: Electronic * Engine Cutoff: Handlebar Kill Switch ..... *
Carburetion: Walbro * Transmission: Direct Drive * Fuel Gas: & 2 Cycle
oil @ 40:1 * Fuel Capacity: 1 Liter *Fuel Economy: 100 mpg * Max
Speed 20 mpg * Dimensions: L-34” W-13” H-42”, Folded L-34” W-13”
H-14” * Handlebar: 6061-T6 aircraft aluminum * Frame Aircraft quality:
4130 Chromyl frame * Fork Patented: cantilevered aircraft quality 4130
Chromyl fork * Dry Weight 20 lbs * Max Load: 400 lbs * Wheel Type: 6”
Solid Go-Active™ Rubber replaceable tire * Rims Mach: 12 reinforced
high impact polymer * Folding Effortless folding feature for easy storage
and carrying * Suggested Useage: City / Cruising
Go-Ped (Sport Model) Blue........... P/N 13-08380................. .
Go-Ped (Sport Model) Red........... P/N 13-08381................. .
Go-Ped Bag.................................. P/N 13-08390...................

PRO PILOT LANYARD KIT

* Lanyard: The all black heavy duty detach
able nylon lanyard is 20 inches in length
from the top of the lanyard to the bottom of
the J-hook. The detachable portion is short
in length (approximately 2 ½ inches)
* Flashlight: The black and silver Gar
rity Lithium L.E.D. is the brightest, whitest
single light available. It features an L.E.D.
light. It provides years of intermittent light
or more than 23 hours of continuous light.
The Diode lasts 100,000 hours. It has an
on-off switch or simply press down on the center of the “on-off switch”
for intermittent lighting. 2 lithium button-cell batteries are included. The
flashlight attaches to the J-hook.
* Badge clip/ universal grabber: The alligator-type badge clip has a black
strap (snaps open and closed) permanently fixed to it that swivels. Con
nected to the strap is an optional black universal grabber (included) for
badges without a slot hole, withstanding up to 5 pounds of vertical force
and more than 5 pounds of horizontal force.
* Earplugs: The Howard Leights NRR (Noise Reduction Rate) is 33 deci
bels. Highest rated disposable ear plugs on the market Tie it to the top
portion of the lanyard to always have instant access to the earplugs.
P/N 13-06336................................

PROPELLER CEILING FANS

This propeller ceiling fan is fitted with
a custom made propeller especially
crafted to work as a nostalgic and
functional unit...they sound great too.
The three speed fan with a light, will
run in both forward and reverse and
comes in gloss white with a white
glass globe. The propeller is avail
able in two shapes, the simple stan
dard as well as in a scimitar shape
(my favorite), both are dark stained
and finished in a gloss urethane. The
fan motor unit is a complete package
inclusive of the typical four paddle
blades. Includes simple instructions
on how to mount and balance the
custom hand made propeller in place
of the four paddle blades.

Standard.................... P/N 13-04048................................... .
Round Tip.................. P/N 13-04049................................... .
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